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Key Takeaways
Delivering Zero Trust Security Demands A 
Platform, Not A Portfolio, Approach
forrester’s research uncovered a market in which 
illumio, Cisco, appgate, akamai Technologies, 
Mobileiron, and Palo alto networks are Leaders; 
Microsoft, Guardicore, unisys, okta, Google, 
BlackBerry, and forcepoint are Strong Performers; 
and ionic Security and Proofpoint are Contenders.

remote Workforce Security And Ease of Use 
Are Key Differentiators
as legacy technology becomes outdated and 
less effective, improved technical capabilities 
powering the future of work will dictate which 
providers will lead the pack. vendors that can 
provide a secure remote workforce, Zero Trust 
mission completion, and easy-to-use technology 
position themselves to successfully deliver true 
Zero Trust to their customers. ZT is not just about 
firewalls anymore; the post Covid-19 world 
demands that organizations employ this critical 
strategy that focuses on the bigger picture.

Why read This report
in our 19-criterion evaluation of Zero Trust 
platform providers, we identified the 15 most 
significant ones — akamai Technologies, 
appgate, BlackBerry, Cisco, forcepoint, 
Google, Guardicore, illumio, ionic Security, 
Microsoft, Mobileiron, okta, Palo alto networks, 
Proofpoint, and unisys — and researched, 
analyzed, and scored them. This report shows 
how each provider measures up and helps S&r 
professionals select the right one for their needs.
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for Zero Trust, There’s a difference Between a Platform and a Portfolio

in “The forrester Wave™: Zero Trust eXtended ecosystem Platform Providers, Q4 2019,” we discussed 
how Zero Trust (ZT) is a journey and not a singular destination.1 it may take organizations years to 
achieve an end state that is emblematic of real Zero Trust. in 2020, the Covid-19 crisis accelerated 
that journey, as the entirety of the world’s workforce was essentially shoved outside of any defined 
network perimeter. This new reality forced organizations globally to enable ZT capabilities for their 
users and to enhance their security posture in a manner that is entirely reliant on Zero Trust eXtended 
(ZTX) principles.2 for security and risk (S&r) leaders, this means securing end users who are now 
working remotely as well as fixing the anomalies configuration issues that this new model revealed. 
operating in a Zero Trust manner in the post Covid-19 world mandates that organizations leverage the 
power that ZT platforms offer to operate at the scale and dynamism that are now necessary to keep 
enterprises secure and functional in the expanded infrastructure of today.

as a result of these trends, S&r leaders should look for ZT platform providers that:

 › Are part of the ZT journey for the long haul and work to continue the mission. in the past, 
S&r leaders would often say, “Zero Trust sounds great, but it’s too big to tackle.” That can be true. 
However, ZTX platform providers that clearly latch onto and integrate into customers’ ZT journeys 
will help their customers all along their journey. S&r pros should focus on procuring products and 
capabilities from vendors that have specific offerings built into their procurement that guarantee a 
service or investment from the vendor that will help push the mission toward completion.

 › Use ZT platforms to enhance user experience and increase user security acceptance. no 
solution will be beneficial if an end user decides to work around it. The movement to eliminate 
passwords and vPns is powerful because it helps users operate in a more secure fashion while 
making their daily lives and jobs easier.3 Good ZTX platforms integrate security solutions into nearly 
invisible security tooling that end users will not only be oK with, but will actually want. Seek out 
ZTX platforms that empower end users and make security so fundamental to these users’ daily 
technology interactions that they can’t avoid operating in a more secure fashion, making your 
organization excel in a more secure ZT posture.

 › offer analytics that power outcomes as part of the ZTX ecosystem. The days of “analysis 
paralysis” need to go the way of the dinosaur. if a system can’t provide an action based on a 
series of inputs and validated telemetry, what good is it? The ZTX platforms that have integrated 
outcomes based on their vast telemetry and inputs are head and shoulders above those that just 
offer “more stuff.” To achieve a ZT end state, analytics must power decision making and action.

 › Don’t require rip and replace. old approaches to infrastructure required organizations to remove 
and replace old security hardware (or software) as new tooling and technologies were made 
available. That is a costly and often negative-return operation for any size organization. in the more 
virtual, digital, and dynamic world that ZT organizations find themselves in today, powerful platform 
providers work around the need for rip and replace. The vendors able to layer into existing security 
infrastructure components are clear frontrunners in their ability to enable a Zero Trust end state.
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evaluation Summary

The forrester Wave™ evaluation highlights Leaders, Strong Performers, Contenders, and Challengers. 
it’s an assessment of the top vendors in the market and does not represent the entire vendor 
landscape. you’ll find more information about this market in our reports on Zero Trust and ZTX.

We intend this evaluation to be a starting point only and encourage clients to view product evaluations 
and adapt criteria weightings using the excel-based vendor comparison tool (see figure 1 and see 
figure 2). Click the link at the beginning of this report on forrester.com to download the tool.
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FIGUrE 1 forrester Wave™: Zero Trust eXtended ecosystem Platform Providers, Q3 2020
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FIGUrE 2 forrester Wave™: Zero Trust eXtended ecosystem Platform Providers Scorecard, Q3 2020
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FIGUrE 2 forrester Wave™: Zero Trust eXtended ecosystem Platform Providers Scorecard, Q3 2020 (Cont.)
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vendor offerings

forrester included 15 vendors in this assessment: akamai Technologies, appgate, BlackBerry, 
Cisco, forcepoint, Google, Guardicore, illumio, ionic Security, Microsoft, Mobileiron, okta, Palo alto 
networks, Proofpoint, and unisys (see figure 3).

FIGUrE 3 evaluated vendors and Product information
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Forcepoint Dynamic Security Solutions

BeyondCorp Remote Access
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Microsoft 365; Azure

MobileIron Zero Trust Platform

Okta Identity Cloud
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Meta

Unisys Stealth; Unisys Security Solutions Services
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vendor Profiles

our analysis uncovered the following strengths and weaknesses of individual vendors.

Leaders

 › Illumio enables Zero Trust intelligently. in the past, illumio delivered a strong platform focused 
on visibility and analytics that provided clear and useable information on the entirety of an 
infrastructure. The vendor has continued that powerful capability but has now bolstered that 
efficacy with a move to the endpoint. By teaming with CrowdStrike, a leading endpoint security 
provider, illumio has helped bridge the gap in security beyond the perimeter for organizations and is 
well aligned for the future of work.

feedback from reference customers indicates that the platform is able to “bolt into” organizations’ 
existing security tooling and up-level the capability significantly. as an added organizational benefit, 
illumio offers its solution via a singular SKu for procurement purposes and guarantees a dedicated 
illumio engineer for a period to ensure that the Zero Trust mission is well supported for clients. 
Should illumio move to securing mobile devices via partnership or internal development as well 
they will be the shining star of what ZTX is all about. using this system does require a concerted 
effort and focused strategic plan; users would be wise to remember that. There is no “easy” 
button for ZT even with a partner like illumio. enterprises looking for a solution that is ahead of the 
requirements for the future of work and want a holistic ZT offering should evaluate illumio.

 › cisco pushes the Zero Trust envelope the right way. Cisco’s use and integration of the 
capabilities offered through the duo Security acquisition could have easily been a flash in the pan, 
but that’s not the case. The duo Security offering has been fully integrated into the Zero Trust-
focused Cisco Zero Trust portfolio approach for the Workforce, Workplace, and Workload (WWW). 
While the past performance of its firewalls and network security solutions remain powering security 
operations in the background, the WWW approach based on ZTX is front and center in the vendor’s 
platform, offering integrated analytics and automated decision making and deploying segmentation 
controls across the entire infrastructure.

reference customers spoke highly of the newly improved uis for administrators and the ability 
of the system to leverage powerful internal analytics to push the control capabilities outside the 
perimeter all the way to the user and their devices. Customer references also noted that leveraging 
Cisco’s capabilities still requires a “lot of Cisco-specific knowledge,” which is a point to consider 
on the human capital side. organizations that have a well-constructed security apparatus in place 
and are moving to a more mobile workforce should consider bolstering those capabilities with the 
ease of use Cisco now provides.

 › Appgate embraces SDP as the engine to drive Zero Trust for enterprises. Cyxtera, a privately 
held company offering secure data center infrastructure, spun out appgate into a new company on 
January 1, 2020. appgate is now behind the appgate SdP platform. one of the first companies to 
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latch onto the #killthevPn movement, appgate has made that difficult technical task an easy one. 
The vendor’s strong presence in a variety of already engaged Zero Trust mega-enterprises and dod 
organizations speaks to the offering’s capability and is indicative of its ability to power enterprises 
on a long-term journey to Zero Trust.

reference customers spoke highly of the system’s ability to move “corporate security outside 
the firewall” and to “make every access request part of the solution, not the problem.” While the 
vendor is not fully deploying password elimination technology, the platform does integrate with 
solutions that do. Therefore, it integrates the tooling to minimize security hindrances for corporate 
users. While appgate is well aligned to ZT, there has been a lot of transition due to its spinout from 
Cyxtera, which could be a hindrance as things settle out at the corporate level. any enterprise 
seeking a simple but effective way to eliminate the threats present for enterprises using hybrid 
infrastructure should explore appgate’s offerings.

 › Akamai Technologies is a true believer and provider of Zero Trust, and it shows. from its Ceo 
all the way to its newest employee, akamai truly believes in the tenets and implementation of Zero 
Trust for its customers and for itself. This should be a key point for potential clients — the company 
is seriously engaged in the same endeavors that they will be undertaking as part of their Zero Trust 
journey. Coupled with this fervent belief is the power the akamai platform provides. from ddoS 
capabilities that have notably defended massive mutli-terabyte ddoS attacks to Mfa and access 
controls that are a lynchpin for organizational Zero Trust, akamai has it.

reference customers noted the deep dedication of the akamai technical team to the mission 
and the platform’s ease of deployment both outside and inside of the corporate firewall as 
key differentiators. even given akamai’s relative ease of use, reference customers did wish for 
“dedicated resources” for their ZT projects which could be pivotal for long-term project success. 
enterprises seeking to upscale their defenses to be able to take on massive ddoS threats while 
moving to better secure their users should bet on akamai.

 › mobileIron progresses strongly to deliver Zero Trust to mobile devices. users are more mobile 
than they have ever been, requiring organizations to have a means of managing and securing 
those mobile devices. Mobileiron is the one vendor in the Zero Trust space that is focused on 
applying Zero Trust and ZTX concepts to enterprise users’ mobile devices. This has never been 
more necessary than in the full-on remote world that is the result of the Covid-19 pandemic. in 
early 2020, Mobileiron purchased a mobile app automation software company named incapptic 
Connect. This was a boon to its Zero Trust capabilities, as it helps enterprise customers accelerate 
mobile app releases with more built-in security functionality.

Mobileiron is a leader in the #killthepassword space and has successfully deployed passwordless 
capabilities to select customers in a variety of enterprises. reference customers noted that the 
administrator’s ui and analytics were “lacking.” The end user management and device security 
capabilities, however, came through as powerful solutions to a pressing problem. enterprises working 
to get to ZT by eliminating the password and securing users’ devices should evaluate Mobileiron.
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 › Palo Alto Networks has a complete toolkit for Zero Trust. Palo alto networks has been on an 
integration and optimization spree since its 18 months of massive acquisitions.4 in that time, the 
vendor has essentially either procured, acquired, or built every tool or capability an organization could 
need to operate a Zero Trust infrastructure. Palo alto networks is assembling a robust portfolio to 
deliver Zero Trust everywhere — on-premises, in the data center, and in cloud environments.

reference customers noted the multitude of capabilities and powerful options provided by this 
massive compendium of solutions. They also expressed that all the tooling could be, at times, 
“daunting” to discern “what goes where.” added to this confusion, reference customers also 
commented about the myriad of procurement variables that are often complex. They added that 
many features rely on the Cortex XSoar product integration for automated interoperability of 
playbook-related actions. Palo alto networks is focusing on the future state of Zero Trust in the 
cloud and continues to be a force to be reckoned with in the Zero Trust realm. Partnering with 
Palo alto networks makes a lot of sense for enterprises that will be heavily cloud- and app-
focused in the future.

Strong Performers

 › microsoft provides Zero Trust for office 365 and legions of remote workers. a clear juggernaut 
in the cloud and end user computing spaces, Microsoft has returned to the ZT world after revising 
its approach over 2019, with a renewed and specific focus. While other vendors in this space must 
offer tooling in pieces and parts to apply ZT to massive infrastructure, Microsoft is its own cloud 
enterprise. Microsoft has been one of the dominant providers of ZT-related remote work capabilities 
through o365 thanks to the fallout and push to remote work that the Covid-19 pandemic placed 
on organizations.

Tying in the capability that azure offers cloud users and developers, Microsoft has a solid ZT 
product portfolio that can be leveraged. Microsoft has vast capabilities due to its size, but 
customer references did note that size could be daunting, and there was a lack of specific 
technical assistance in many cases for implementation. any large organization that has a significant 
investment in Microsoft, o365, or azure is wise to work with Microsoft’s platform to move toward a 
Zero Trust future.

 › Guardicore understands the realities of implementing ZT for organizations. Guardicore is 
charging into the Zero Trust space, with an approach to enabling Zero Trust that is emblematic of 
the largest players in that the vendor offers easy visibility and insight into the core infrastructure 
configurations and the ability to apply dynamic policy control. Guardicore couples these 
capabilities with its efforts to help organizations test their infrastructure with ZT automated 
penetration testing with the inclusion of the infection Monkey, giving enterprises a new and 
powerful solution set for true ZT implementation.
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Guardicore’s capability for Zero Trust is also evident in its ability to aid in testing controls and 
configuration. users can test the implementation of that tooling to validate it and get a customized 
ZT report that validates the security of that system based on both the ZTX framework and the 
MiTre aTT&CK framework. The vendor currently has limited ZT scope and lacks broader solutions 
across the ZTX framework. Guardicore is currently best suited to small and midsize enterprises that 
are moving to the cloud and require segmentation therein.

 › Unisys has proven its Zero Trust chops. unisys has been one of the few companies to openly 
advertise its Zero Trust offerings while simultaneously opening it up to hackers for live testing. 
at the 2020 rSa Conference, unisys sponsored a 24-hour hackathon against a simulated virtual 
environment it constructed that focused on a Zero Trust implementation of unisys Stealth.5 The 
solution had zero incidences of compromise or lateral movement within the simulated enterprise.6 
This is a testament to the vendor’s faith in its product and the willingness to actively engage the 
broader community.

reference customers noted the platform’s upgraded ui and administrator capabilities as “making 
their life easier” while the system deploys microsegmentation at enterprise scale. references 
stated that the system could be a quagmire of configuration if there is a lack of specific technical 
focus during deployment, especially in multicloud environments. in Q1 of 2020, unisys landed a 
deal with SaiC to provide its software, including unisys Stealth, to SaiC clients.7 The solution is 
now being sold by SaiC and has a variety of customers in the uS dod and various three-letter 
uS government agencies. organizations looking to “cloak” their most valuable assets and deploy 
network-based microsegmentation should assess unisys.

 › okta continues to be serious about Zero Trust. okta has pivoted slightly from being a forefront 
ZT “tool” to a more backend provider for Zero Trust solutions in 2020. This is evident in that it’s 
not singularly pushing okta as a product for ZT. instead, the vendor is adapting to being the 
power behind ZT authentication for other solutions. nearly every vendor in the ZT space, and 
in cybersecurity, is either leveraging okta’s ZT authentication mechanism or is tying into it via 
their powerful aPi. While others in the ZT platform provider space have run full force to make 
acquisitions, okta has focused on integrating its prior purchases into a seamless ability to 
interoperate with the compendium of security solutions on the market.

reference customers for okta raved about the vendor’s ability to integrate and use a variety of 
authentication methods but were also notably hesitant about its future focus for Zero Trust. okta 
is a powerful, broadly adopted platform for solving authentication and authorization for Zero Trust. 
While okta’s alignment to the “behind the curtain” for ZT enterprises is notable, the potential 
exists for the company’s strategic alignment to slip there and leave the customer wanting in future 
instances. Should okta move further into the arena of being a ZT backend for authentication and 
not delivering full enterprise solutions, its strategic execution for broader ZTX capabilities could 
stutter. enterprises seeking a well-integrated Zero Trust authentication solution should assess okta.
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 › Google is a ZT player for sure. Google pioneered the BeyondCorp implementation of ZT for its own 
infrastructure. now, the vendor has taken those lessons learned and expanded them into its own ZT 
product offering. BeyondCorp as a service is essentially Google’s specific productized offering for 
deploying ZT via its Google Cloud Platform properties and/or G Suite. enterprises can build their own 
ZT infrastructure using Google phones, cloud, app marketplace, and other available offerings.

While the vendor’s capability is nearly limitless in relation to scale, there is a requirement to use an 
almost entirely Google technology stack to get the full power of the solution. despite the popularity 
of the BeyondCorp approach, reference customers noted the go-to-market for the solution as 
“confusing.” enterprises from SMBs to mega-organizations can benefit from the power that the 
Google platform offers, regardless of the confusing nomenclature.

 › BlackBerry brings an innovative approach to Zero Trust. While other vendors in this space 
have taken a position of working to employ microsegmentation and end user security at the 
big infrastructure or endpoint level, BlackBerry has found innovative ways to deploy ZT through 
containerized workspaces. The vendor’s partnership with awingu and other providers offers an 
integrated, easy-to-use and manage ZT platform that is deployed in the browser. This means that the 
heft of security configuration and management for enterprises is effectively minimized, and end users 
have only to download an agent and use the system to operate in a self-contained ZT environment.

end users appreciate the solution for the ease of use, and reference customers noted that 
the ability to employ solutions all the way from dLP to SSo is minimally invasive. The days of 
enterprise users jumping on their BlackBerry device to send emails may be gone, but the days of 
BlackBerry as a key Zero Trust platform have just arrived. While the company is well-aligned to 
the future of ZT, the solution relies on a variety of partners and integrated technologies, which, if 
changed or modified, could be problematic for customers. enterprises looking for easy-to-use ZT 
capabilities built into a browser-based solution should seek out BlackBerry’s technology stack.

 › Forcepoint’s analytics provide a powerful lens to observe ZT. forcepoint’s ZT platform is 
powered by the vendor’s intelligent analytics and its focus on user behaviors. While others in this 
space have shifted their focus to pushing controls outward to the entity and users, forcepoint has 
dialed in its insight and analysis to analyze user activities as they operate in a ZT infrastructure. 
forcepoint’s platform allows admins to see, with context, all of the actions that a user is performing 
which might be indicative of threatening or malevolent actions and then employ a fix.

The overall alignment and long-term focus of forcepoint for ZT remains slightly muddled as the 
company has had many leadership changes and has not invested heavily in ZT-related additions or 
acquisitions in quite some time. forcepoint has the platform to meet the needs of enterprises that 
want intelligent and focused uBa and advanced insider threat capabilities.
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contenders

 › Ionic Security leans in on Zero Trust for developers and third parties. ionic is primarily a data 
security provider that has significant chops for those seeking to enable Zero Trust for developers, 
contractors, and third parties. The vendor’s system makes granular authorization easy and helps 
make encryption more achievable at scale. By solving that extremely important problem, ionic 
makes ZT more achievable at a broader scale and helps organizations solve the problem of making 
outside connections touching an infrastructure to be more ZT powered, and by integrating with 
major cloud providers like Microsoft azure and Google the platform can aid in data security issues 
there as well.

ionic is fairly new to the Zero Trust space, but the vendor has a strong ZT future. This is 
evidenced by the vendor’s capabilities demonstration and the feedback provided by customer 
references as ionic adds in other needed technical assets and capabilities. reference customers 
remarked that ionic seemed to “stop at encryption” and they weren’t often aware of the vendor’s 
capabilities beyond that single capability. ionic offers more than just that and is positioned to be 
a real ZT powerhouse should it push those offerings into the market with a clear alignment to ZT 
enablement. enterprises that struggle with implementing and maintaining consistent data handling 
requirements would be wise to explore ionic’s offerings.

 › Proofpoint adds to its ZT capabilities via smart acquisitions. a relative newcomer to the ZT 
space, Proofpoint has invested heavily to help its customers in their pursuit of Zero Trust. With the 
acquisitions of observeiT and Meta networks last year Proofpoint added additional insight into the 
analysis and insider threat-ish areas of Zero Trust for clients. The tie-in from the Meta networks 
acquisition aids the Proofpoint capabilities for helping to secure user access and links into the 
network pillar of ZTX.

Proofpoint’s platform is aimed almost entirely at providing the administrators deep insight into 
the “who, what, where” side of Zero Trust analytics and is very useful there. The vendor also has 
strong capabilities for securing email systems and inboxes for organizations, which is a last mile 
for many organizations with respect to phishing. Continued integration of the functionality gained 
via acquisition will increase Proofpoint’s capacity to aid organizations’ ZT efforts. reference 
customers, however, noted the disjointed nature of implementation as an issue. They also stated 
that the recent acquisitions have “yet to bear fruit” for current users of the platform. enterprises 
that are extending from email security to a Zero Trust framework, and existing Proofpoint 
customers, should consider Proofpoint.
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evaluation overview

We evaluated vendors against 19 criteria, which we grouped into three high-level categories:

 › current offering. each vendor’s position on the vertical axis of the forrester Wave graphic 
indicates the strength of its current offering. Key criteria for these solutions include network 
security, data security, workload security, people/workforce security, device security, visibility and 
analytics, automation and orchestration, manageability and usability, aPis, and future state of Zero 
Trust infrastructure.

 › Strategy. Placement on the horizontal axis indicates the strength of the vendors’ strategies. 
We evaluated ZTX vision and strategy, ZTX roadmap and differentiation, ZTX advocacy, market 
approach, ZT mission completion, and ZT technology expansion.

 › market presence. represented by the size of the markers on the graphic, our market presence 
scores reflect each vendor’s install base, customers investing in the portfolio, and portfolio 
growth rate.

Vendor Inclusion criteria

forrester included 15 vendors in the assessment: akamai Technologies, appgate, BlackBerry, 
Cisco, forcepoint, Google, Guardicore, illumio, ionic Security, Microsoft, Mobileiron, okta, Palo alto 
networks, Proofpoint, and unisys. each of these vendors has:

 › Notable revenues. vendors must have at least $20 million in ZT-specific revenue.

 › ZTX technical capabilities. vendors must have capabilities in at least four of the seven ZTX 
components: 1) network security; 2) device security; 3) people/identity security; 4) workload/
application security; 5) data security; 6) security visibility and analytics; and 7) security automation 
and orchestration.

 › ZTX alignment. vendors must be strategically aligned with the ZTX framework and overall Zero 
Trust concepts.

 › APIs for integration. vendors must have a defined and documented aPi layer, with a healthy 
number of partners integrating with the vendor’s aPi.

 › Forrester mindshare. forrester clients regularly list this vendor as one they shortlist (top 50% of 
yearly inquiries based on end user interactions) for ZTX components.

 › Zero Trust advocacy. vendors must demonstrate that they’re following their own advice in relation 
to enabling or leveraging Zero Trust in their own organizations, not solely in a sales capacity. 
additionally, vendors must show a clear and concise public-facing lexicon and messaging around 
their Zero Trust offerings.
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 › Public ZT initiative references. vendors must have clearly noted and referenceable ZT initiatives 
(to include but not limited to reference architectures, customer stories, designs, etc.) in the public 
domain specifically citing how their solution enables ZT.
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The Forrester Wave methodology

a forrester Wave is a guide for buyers considering their purchasing options in a technology 
marketplace. To offer an equitable process for all participants, forrester follows The forrester Wave™ 
Methodology Guide to evaluate participating vendors.

in our review, we conduct primary research to develop a list of vendors to consider for the evaluation. 
from that initial pool of vendors, we narrow our final list based on the inclusion criteria. We then gather 
details of product and strategy through a detailed questionnaire, demos/briefings, and customer 
reference surveys/interviews. We use those inputs, along with the analyst’s experience and expertise in 
the marketplace, to score vendors, using a relative rating system that compares each vendor against 
the others in the evaluation.

We include the forrester Wave publishing date (quarter and year) clearly in the title of each forrester 
Wave report. We evaluated the vendors participating in this forrester Wave using materials they 
provided to us by July 14, 2020 and did not allow additional information after that point. We encourage 
readers to evaluate how the market and vendor offerings change over time.

in accordance with The forrester Wave™ vendor review Policy, forrester asks vendors to review our 
findings prior to publishing to check for accuracy. vendors marked as nonparticipating vendors in the 
forrester Wave graphic met our defined inclusion criteria but declined to participate in or contributed 
only partially to the evaluation. We score these vendors in accordance with The forrester Wave™ and 
The forrester new Wave™ nonparticipating and incomplete Participation vendor Policy and publish 
their positioning along with those of the participating vendors.

Integrity Policy

We conduct all our research, including forrester Wave evaluations, in accordance with the integrity 
Policy posted on our website.
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